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 Candlemakers since 1862

The story of Cerabella began in the late nineteenth century when Francesca Abella, a woman ahead of her time, opened a 
small candle factory in Barcelona. More than 150 years later, Cerabella, which continues to be run by the same family and is 
based in Barcelona and Miami, has reinvented the profession by transforming its expertise into inimitable value.

 Design

Cerabella’s candle designs are the result of hand-
drawn inspiration from beginning to end, featuring 
natural materials adorned with scents that have been 
carefully selected by master perfumers. 

Every piece reflects the personality of Cerabella and 
its unique character that sets trends and standards for 
decorative candles.

Jordi Labanda, Sybilla, Michelle Oka Doner, Miró and 
Muma Soler are some of the artists who have teamed 
up with Cerabella to create candles that are now part 
of the collection.

 Handmade in Barcelona

Every candle tells the story of the hands that made it. 
These unique works of art are made with the creative, 
open and Mediterranean nature of the city where they 
were born.  

Every candle is the result of the dedication of a 
master craftsman who, with passion and care, makes 
this unique profession a reality. Like the flame of a 
candle, this artisanal and traditional craft withstands 
the whirlwind of time.

 Personalization

Thanks to its production facility and in-depth 
knowledge of candle making, Cerabella is able to 
offer personalised candles that range from large 
quantities to unique wax sculptures. 

The wide range of services make it possible to carry 
out all types of wax projects at the highest level.
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TANAG34 / TANAM34 / TANAP34  three sizes. 

 TANAURA 

Tanaura is a free, joyful and earthly candle.

Inspired by the breathtaking beauty of the Polynesian landscape, 
Tanaura is one of this season’s new products, which will whisk you 
off to the exotic orchards of Tahiti.

The centrepiece of this highly original series is an outdoor candle 
in a ceramic container decorated with a refreshing floral print 
hand-painted onto each of the pots. Its plant forms call to mind 
the Tahitian term tanaura’a from which it takes its name, which 
means “flower garden”.

Tanaura is perfect for both outdoors, with its delicate decorative 
composition, and indoors, thanks to the blend of bamboo 
and citronella that permeates the environment as a gentle and 
refreshing breath of fresh air, taking you to this unique paradise.

The fragrance of bamboo is the main aroma of this candle; it 
harmonises with a symphony of the subtle scents of nature. In 
contrast, citronella adds a touch of citrus that also repels insects 
in summer.

The Tanaura collection has been created in three different sizes 
and in three hues: an intense blue reminiscent of the ocean, the 
lush green colour of the Tahitian coast and the coral red of its 
incredible coral reefs. The three feature the floral motifs that are 
the hallmark of this collection. 

Mix and match the items in the collection to create unique 
environments.
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Decorated with a refreshing floral print 
hand-painted onto each of the pots.
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 KALYPTOS 

Pure, ancient and powerful. The Kalyptos collection has 
emerged from the depths of the forest with eucalyptus oil as 
the perfect basis to imbue outdoor areas with an unmistakable 
scent.

Kalyptos captures essences, hints and fragrances from the 
power and depths of nature and brings them all together in 
the form of an atavistic totem. Sage, rosemary flower and 
fresh mint which, together with eucalyptus, form the basis of 
the aroma of this candle that takes you right to the heart of 
Mother Earth.

Kalyptos recreates a wet, elegant yet warm landscape that 
shows you the immensity of nature at its most exuberant.

The heady yet refreshing combination of eucalyptus and 
citronella of Kalyptos springs forth from a ceramic container 
inspired by the depths of marine paradises. A vision that 
shines through its pure and imperfect lines, it comes in three 
hand-painted shades of green, blue or intense yellow, serving 
as a reminder that Kalyptos is both earth and water.

KALYG15 / KALYM15 / KALYP15  three sizes. 
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Ceramic container inspired by the depths of marine 
paradises. It comes in three hand-painted shades of 
green, blue or intense yellow.  
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Pure nature devoid of artifice. NoaNoa boasts the elegance 
of stark simplicity and suggestive bareness. A collection that 
epitomises the admiration Paul Gauguin felt when he discovered 
the island of Tahiti—a fascination that he never lost—shaped 
into a collection of unique candles.

NoaNoa is purity, innocence and beauty at its utmost amidst 
refreshingly sweet notes of gardenias, the flowers which 
Tahitian women used to decorate their hair and which serve as 
the basis for this collection. A fragrance that takes you from its 
crystal-clear turquoise waters to the lush parks and gardens of 
the wide Bruat Avenue on this island in the Pacific where the 
French painter loved to go for a stroll.

Manual shaping of this candle’s container leaves a mark in the 
form of a suggestive relief that makes each piece unique and 
one of a kind. Its dull white and grey colours make it the ideal 
candle to decorate the most glamorous parties and events, 
turning any space into a small slice of paradise.

NOAG1 / NOAM1 / NOAP1 three sizes. 

 NOANOA
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NOAG3 / NOAM3  

Its suggestive relief makes each piece unique and one 
of a kind. Its dull colours make it the perfect candle to 
decorate the most glamorous parties and events
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Once again, the underwater world is where Cerabella will take 
you on a journey to discover the origin of Earth. A mythical 
being, an ancient object brimming with mysticism—its hypnotic 
spiral silhouette inspired by the distinctively prehistoric 
ammonite fossils.

The Ammon candle rests on a pedestal, discreet yet 
overwhelming, which turns this candle into a sculpture 
that attracts all eyes. An elegant and imposing totem that 
concentrates magic, light and an organic nature in different 
colours, perfect for making any room come alive.

AMMON

 AMMON
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An elegant and imposing totem perfect for 
making any room come alive.
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A heady combination of the sea, salt and sun. The Mediterranean 
at its purest leaves its mark on Uris, which is much more than a 
journey into the heart of the Costa Brava. An adventure and a 
summer dream in search of sea urchins—called uriços by locals. 

Cerabella presents Uris, which invites you to dive into the 
underwater world and takes you to this remarkable spot in the 
Mediterranean where the wind, sea and earth shape nature to 
their will. A tribute to the sea and the people who, like a hidden 
treasure, hide it within.

Uris is made up of, on the one hand, a lantern shaped like a sea 
urchin, and on the other hand, an elegant candle with a sinuous 
shape that fits inside. As the candle is lit, a spectacular play of 
lights and shadows begins. Once the refill has been used up, you 
can replace it with another one while keeping the sculpture intact.

An innovative decorative idea available in colours and three sizes 
to suit different spaces and styles. Mix and match the colours of 
the lanterns and candles for unlimited decorative possibilities.

URISM

 URIS
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A pure and simple form, devoid of artifice, reminds us of the true 
essence of candles. Minimal expression for the most meaning.

Straight, muted and elegant lines can be found in Dinner Candles, 
an extensive collection of classic taper candles which has been 
expanded with a new model that has an organic texture with a 
more contemporary design and a base shaped to fit better on the 
candelabra.

In any kind of room, a simple and elegant candle in warm, natural 
tones is the perfect way to add a touch of warmth while seamlessly 
blending into any type of décor.

DC03

 DINNER CANDLES
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Lemon verbena, full of organic hints, is the new aroma that 
rounds off the Aimós collection, enfolding whoever smells it in 
a feeling of absolute freshness.

Aimós is a gentle whirlwind of aromas which takes you to a place 
where you’ll feel like a child again—where you’re free. The smell 
of sunshine and hints of citrus in Cerabella’s most refreshing 
scent will remind you of the classic colognes of yesteryear.

The pure essence of lemon verbena sprinkled with notes 
of grapefruit, lime and wild herbs which call to mind white 
cobblestone streets with balconies brimming with geraniums in 
full bloom. A burst of spring for your sense of smell.

With touches of lavender, rosemary, mint, thyme and oregano, 
the Aimós collection takes you away to warm lands by the 
sea with a refreshing symphony of the natural scents of the 
Mediterranean which include lemon verbena.

 

 AIMÓS COLLECTION
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With touches of lemon verbena, lavender, 
rosemary, mint, thyme and oregano, the Aimós 
collection brings you the natural scents of the 
Mediterranean
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The iconic bee which is the symbol of Cerabella is the undisputed 
star of the Beeswax collection. A tribute and a declaration 
of unconditional love towards its craftsmanship, which is a 
continuous source of inspiration.

The candle company’s all-time favourite collection has expanded 
this season to include these beeswax candles. Its quintessential 
candles in dark amber glass containers now come in a smaller 
size (180 g) lasting 30 hours. A buckwheat honey diffuser is also 
now available.

A classic collection that pays tribute to the family name of the 
founder of this candle making company that dates back to 1862.

BEEVAS candle  / BEEMIK honey diffuser

 BEESWAX
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A sweet and delicate collection in shabby chic style, a landscape 
born of the subtlety of pastel tones, the image of flowers in the 
countryside and the unmistakable taste of homemade baked 
goods.

Sucre has four new candles that will tantalise you with the 
scents of the most appetising flavours: cinnamon and orange, 
meringue pie, honey and biscuits, and cream with red berries.

A pleasure for the sweetest senses. A warm and sophisticated 
creation perfect for adding romantic and vintage touches to 
any room, where each candle has the power to create a unique 
olfactory landscape.

 SUCRE COLLECTION
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A sweet and delicate collection in 
shabby chic style
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Handcrafted, organic and natural—thus is Cerabella’s Organic 
collection. A range of candles which up to now has been made 
up of two outdoor models and one indoor model that give off 
a refreshing fragrance of citronella from the island of Java and 
eucalyptus blended with lemon and orange essential oils.

A special and exclusive collection, both within and without. Its 
core, made of 100% recycled wax, and its jar, shaped by hand 
using mortar and natural fibres, turn each candle into a unique 
piece with an extraordinary organic texture which is completely 
handcrafted.

Organic Candles are small works of art in the form of candles 
made of 100% recycled materials, which have been created to 
breathe life into any room with unrivalled charm, where ‘every 
candle is a unique piece’ takes on a whole new meaning.

This season, Organic Candles now include candles in glass 
containers, diffusers, jar candles and candles in XXL size—all 
made of the same recycled materials.

The new pieces have been added to the three models created 
last season. This collection made up of three pieces in small and 
medium sizes in three colours has now grown.

Organic candles in glass containers, diffusers, jar candles and candles in XXL size—all made of the same 
recycled materials.

 ORGANIC CANDLES
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Organic Candles are small works of art in the form of candles 
made from 100% recycled materials.
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JAVA ISLAND CITRONELLA, EUCALYPTUS, 
LEMON, ORANGE  (essential oils)

XXL
OUTD

OOR
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BARCELONA

DOWNLOAD images here.

Contact with:
Carla Clavell - 937 153 102
mkt@cerabella.cat

Renata Flores - 650 881 239 
comunica@cerabella.com
 
More information:
https://cerabella.com/es/prensa/

Pol. Ind. Can Clapers 08181 Sentmenat, BARCELONA
T.+34 93 715 31 02

comercial@cerabella.com

CERERIA ABELLA
Sant Antoni Abat, 9 08001 BCN

@cerabellacandles ·      
WWW.CERABELLA.COM

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yNVaohqBnkgRiZ_NBqNrBrG3dRyBpuLU
mailto:mkt%40cerabella.cat?subject=Cerabella%20-%20Spring%20Summer%202019
mailto:comunica%40cerabella.com?subject=Cerabella%20-%20Spring%20Summer%202019
https://cerabella.com/es/prensa/
https://www.instagram.com/cerabellacandles/
https://cerabella.com/

